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Greetings Fellow Residents,
Only 50 more days until July 1st! Thank you for your patience as we work on
rolling out changes for next year. Your cooperation with the new scheduling
processes was greatly appreciated and we hope it provided more creativity with
making a personal schedule. As we are coming to the end of the academic year
we also wanted to extend a special thank you to the PGY3's and preliminary
interns who will be graduating from the residency. Your commitment to your
patients and colleagues has been inspirational.
As you've probably noticed, we're trying out a new newsletter style and hope
that it helps to communicate news in a concise and visually appealing manner.
If you're having trouble seeing the pictures make sure you click 'allow pictures
from this sender' at the top of this e-mail.

Accolades and Standings
Lannister struggles for dominance as Baratheon's
ambush continues.
Point totals will be released next week. Currently
1st and 4th place are 300 points apart.
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Kirill Lipatov and Jonathon Urbancyzk were
inducted into the GOLD Humanism Society.
Steven Smith has gone 'above and beyond' per
his teammates at the VA. Keep up the good work!

Veterans Affairs
Don't take admits after 0600 on VA NF. That's
your time to wrap things up.
Look for a new paracentesis clinic at the VA
coming up to rack up those procedures on your
clinic week

Baylor Scott and White
HLC Modules are due June 1st (pink slip
otherwise)
PGY3 Graduation Dinner June 14th at Pignetti's
(cocktail attire required. No jorts)
PGY3's will have June 15th off for graduation

Center for Diagnostic Medicine
Only half of the clinic hand-offs have been
complete! Help your PGY1 buddy out.
Thanks to everyone that came out to Drs.
Karanjeet and Chang's goodbye party! Don't
forget to steal those sweet dot phrases.

Research and Development
Dr. Wilson and company published with Dr. Michel
in the American Journal of Cardiology. Great job
guys!
We are hosting South Texas ACP on May 25th!
Deadlines for several conferences are coming up
AMA Symposium - August 8th
AHA - June 7th
ACC - October 16th
ACG - June 25th
AASLD - June 1st
ASH - August 1st
https://mailchi.mp/ead192fe3f8b/the-starr-telegram-test-draft-1079037
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For Your Health
Healthy cooking contest sign up ends on the 16th.
150 points to the winning house!
We'll be sending out the application for the
Wellness Committee to interested parties soon.
Be smart about your belongings. Encore Landing
and Wyndham Hill have had some recent thefts.
We're really looking forward to the intern video
this year!

That's our show. Thanks for making it to the end. We've just launched a twitter
account for the residency and would love to see you join us. Also, we'll be
moving things around on SWIMED so be on the look out. Have a great
weekend and don't forget to call your mom on Sunday!
Regards,
The Rising Chiefs
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